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1.0 This is a paper about sentence prosody in English: about the intonation of a sentence and its rhythmic stress pattern and about the relation between these two, and about the ties of sentence prosody to semantics and pragmatics. It sketches a development of the theory laid out in Selkirk (1984) according to which the representation of intonation forms part of surface structure, and mediates between stress on the one hand and meaning on the other.

In speaking of intonation, I am drawing in particular on the work of Pierrehumbert (1980) and more recent work of Pierrehumbert and Liberman (1984), who have made great strides towards characterizing possible intonation contours of English. Consider the pictures in (1) and (2), from Pierrehumbert (1980).

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(1)} \\
& \begin{array}{c}
\text{HZ} \\
\text{100} \\
\text{ANOTHER} & \quad \text{ORANGE}
\end{array} \\
& \begin{array}{c}
\text{H}^* \\
0.4 \\
L & \quad L \%
\end{array}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(2)} \\
& \begin{array}{c}
\text{HZ} \\
\text{100} \\
\text{ANOTHER} & \quad \text{ORANGE}
\end{array} \\
& \begin{array}{c}
\text{H}^* \\
0.4 \\
L & \quad L \%
\end{array}
\end{align*}\]

\[F_0\] contours like these we will take to be the phonetic transcription of the intonational contour. The theory of Pierrehumbert and Liberman includes both a phonological analysis of these contours and an explicit theory of phonetic implementation of this phonological representation by rules which give as their output the \(F_0\) contour. Pierrehumbert
assumes with others that a sentence, or utterance, may be partitioned into one or more intonational phrases, and that each intonational phrase has a characteristic intonational contour. For Pierrrehumbert the phonological representation of each intonational contour consists of a sequence of tonal entities of various formally distinct sorts, shown in (3): an initial (optional) boundary tone, a sequence of one or more pitch accents, a phrase accent and a final boundary tone.

(3) Intonational contour (Pierrrehumbert 1980):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{boundary tone} & \quad \text{pitch accent(s)} & \quad \text{phrase accent} & \quad \text{boundary tone} \\
%T & \quad \{ T^* \} & \quad T & \quad T\% \\
& \quad T_1^* + T_j & \quad T & \quad T\% \\
& \quad T_1 + T_j & \quad T & \quad T\% \\
\end{align*}
\]

\((T = H, L)\)

We can illustrate this with the contours in (1) and (2). The first, a typical declarative contour, consists of a sequence of \(H^*\) pitch accents, a \(L\) phrase accent and a \(L\%\) boundary tone. The \(H^*\) pitch accents are on another and \underline{orange}. Pitch accents are in general located on, i.e. (autosegmentally) associated with, the main stressed syllables of the words they are assigned to. As for the boundary tones of Pierrrehumbert's theory, they are always associated with the first or last syllable of the intonational phrase. Here, there is a final \(L\%).\) It, together with the preceding \(L\) phrase accent is responsible for the fact that in this sentence, there is a drop to the bottom of the speaker's pitch range. And, finally, in Pierrrehumbert's theory the phrase accent has no particular association; it simply "floats" between the final boundary tone and the last pitch accent. In (1b) we have a quasi-phonological representation with association lines drawn in.

Look next at the intonational contour in (2). There is the same choice of phrase accent and boundary tone. There is also the same number of pitch accents, with the same location in the sentence. But there is a different choice of pitch accents on the first word--this time it is a \(L^*\). And in addition there is an initial boundary tone \(H\%).\) Presumably there are corresponding differences in the meaning of the sentence.

Finally, compare (4), which has the same tonal contour as (2), but a different text. In this sentence only two of the words bear pitch accents.

![Graph showing pitch contour](image)
I'm going to use the term pitch accent assignment for the representation of which words in the sentence bear a pitch accent (regardless of the tonal composition of the pitch accents). We could write this pitch accent assignment with capital letters, and will do so below. From the point of view of pitch accent assignment, then, the phrases in (1) and (2) are identical. This talk concerns only this aspect of the intonational structure of the sentence. We'll be looking at the relevance of pitch accent assignment for the phonological and semantic interpretation of the sentence. Other aspects of the intonational structure, including the choice of tones (what differentiates (1) from (2)) and phrasing (such as we see, for example, in (5)) will not be treated here.

![Diagram](image)

It is an old idea that the constituents of a sentence are in effect marked by sentence prosody with respect to their status in a discourse. Let us consider the particular case of noun phrases. Suppose that it were true that the presence or absence of an intonational pitch accent on an NP were systematically correlated with discourse-related properties of the NP, for example, with whether the NP were a new or old referent in the discourse. This being so one might be tempted to view pitch accents as morphemes, quite comparable in kind to morphemes indicating (in)definiteness, for example. On this view, pitch accents would be elements of a surface syntactic structure, freely assigned there, and submitted to a semantic/pragmatic interpretation on the one hand and a phonological interpretation on the other.

Now suppose furthermore that it were true that the presence of a pitch accent on a syllable determined the presence of a phrasal rhythmic stress prominence, and not vice versa. (Note that this is easy to grasp conceptually if pitch accents are elements of a surface structure).

In this talk I want to give some reasons for believing these two propositions about the semantic and phonological interpretation of pitch accents to be true. If they are true, then sentence stress patterns (involving NP's, and presumably other constituents as well) would be largely a reflection of the status of the sentence and its parts in a discourse. The pitch accents will have been freely assigned to words in the sentence, and the sentence interpreted for its consequence appropriateness in discourse. And the pitch accents would determine the location of local rhythmic prominences. So the place for syntax-dependent stress rules in the sentence, like the
Nuclear Stress Rule (and perhaps even the Compound Rule), would be relatively small in prose spoken or read in normal discourse circumstances.

2.0 My basic proposal, then, is that English pitch accents are affixes, freely assigned to constituents of size word, or smaller, in surface structure. And now I want to show three things. First, that the consequent relation (of autosegmental association) between a pitch accent and the main stress of a word can be seen as one of the perfectly banal sort already known in phonology. Second, that a straightforward treatment of the semantics and pragmatics of pitch accenting is at least possible. Third, that a quite elegant account of the pitch accent/phrase stress relation is permitted. Due to the limitations of time, I will not be able to contrast this "pitch accent first" theory with other theories of the pitch accent/phrase stress relation in the generative tradition, but simply point out here that seeing intonation as prior represents a radical departure from the line pursued by Chomsky 1971, Jackendoff 1972, Liberman 1975, and Pierrehumbert 1980, though it is a line that was in fact suggested to me originally in a remark by Pierrehumbert.

2.1 Let us first consider the word stress/pitch accent relation. There is a well known generalization, expressed in (6):

(6) A pitch accent is realized on the main stress of a word.

This generalization is illustrated in (1), (2), (4) and (5) where the pitch accent (the "starred" tone) is associated with the main stress of another, orange, remarkably, suggestion and so on. The task at hand is simply to give an account of how a representation like (7a), which is the output of the assignment of a $H^*$ pitch accent to a word by the morphology, is converted to (7b) where the accent is associated to the main stress of suggestion. Note that in (7a) we simply have a simultaneous representation of the floating tonal morpheme, the $H^*$, and the segmental material corresponding to the complex form suggestion both within the domain of a word.

(7) a. \[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{suggestion} \\
\text{word}
\end{bmatrix}
\Rightarrow \\
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{H^*} \\
\text{word}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

b. \[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{suggestion} \\
\text{word}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The mapping of (7a) into (7b) is a trivial matter. Whatever device guarantees the association of starred tone to text in normal pitch accent languages is available here for English. In Swedish, for example, the pitch accents found on every word are tropic to the main stress of the word (Bruce 1977). The only difference between English and Swedish in this connection is that in Swedish every word has a pitch accent, and so the presence of pitch accent can have no distinctive semantic interpretation, while in English the presence or absence of pitch accent is a free choice, and therefore interpretable. But as far as the alignment of pitch accent with the main stress in the word goes, English works like any pitch accent language. (This
indeed was more or less Goldsmith's (1977) point in his early article on an autosegmental approach to English intonation.)\(^4\) Which is to say that, given our hypothesis that in English pitch accents are ("floating") morphemes assigned to words, nothing additional or English-particular needs to be said about the generalization expressed in (6).

2.2 Not all words bear pitch accent in English, and a task on which I am currently embarked is to figure out what the presence or absence of pitch accent means. I am adopting the general point of view shared certainly in the British tradition (cf. Halliday 1967, Allerton 1978) and in the American in particular by Bolinger that the presence or absence of pitch accents is crucial in characterizing the appropriateness of a sentence in a particular discourse.

For the present, I want to artificially confine the problem to the interpretation of the presence or absence of pitch accents on noun phrases. I think this will illustrate the general point that I wish to make, which is that

(8) Each constituent of the sentence is evaluated individually for its status with respect to the discourse on the basis of the presence or absence of pitch accent(s).

This is another way of saying that

(9) There are no phonological principles (syntax-based or otherwise) which govern the distribution of pitch accents in the sentence, and in particular there is no such thing as "deaccenting."\(^5\)

The first aspect of the meaning of accent with respect to noun phrases may be illustrated by the two sentences (11a) and (11b), both of which are possible responses to the question in (10).

(10) What did she do?

(11) a. She \{rejected\} their SOLUTION \{REJECTED\}

b. She REJECTED their solution

In (11a) SOLUTION is pitch accented and this coincides with a possible interpretation of SOLUTION as a new referent in the discourse, whereas in (11b) the absence of pitch accent on solution requires us to presuppose that their solution, or solutions in general, already form part of the stock of entities at issue in the current discourse. Please ignore the pitch accents on the verb, which will not be discussed at the moment. Plenty of similar examples involving NP's have been discussed in the literature often under the rubric of "deaccenting", a misleading term. Consider for instance the examples in (12) from Ladd (1980), similar examples in (13) observed by myself, and the examples in (14) from Allerton (1978).
In each of these instances, the lack of a pitch accent on the underlined noun phrase (often accompanied by the presence of a so-called "default" pitch accent on a nearby constituent) is required if the NP is to be interpreted, as intended, as coreferent to, or as second mention of, an NP earlier mentioned.

(12) a. A bill was sent to Congress today by President Carter which would require peanut butter sandwiches to be served at all government functions. At a press conference today, a group of Senators led by Republican Barry Goldwater of Arizona DENOUNCED the measure (*denounced the MEASURE).

b. I can't imagine what it would be like to be a dentist but I'm awfully glad there are guys who want to BE dentists (*be DENTISTS).

(13) a. For them, it is WITH metrical trees that patterns of prominence must be represented.

b. Some expressed concern that the President wouldn't be able to get a budget resolution THROUGH Congress.

c. I didn't even know it was BY Beethoven.

(14) a. Why don't you sit on our settee? By the way, where did you BUY the sofa? (*buy the SOFA)

b. John's bought some new shelves for his books. The books are very valuable of course. He bought some himself, but he was given a lot by his uncle. Anyway, I don't think MUCH of the shelves. (*much of the SHELVES)

Note that in all these cases, the NP lacking an accent follows the last (nuclear) pitch accent in the sentence. In such circumstances, the lack of accent is especially easy to hear. But earlier in the sentence, i.e. preceding the nucleus, the presence or absence of pitch accent appears to have exactly the same function. So, for example, the sentences (15) have systematically different possibilities for appropriateness in discourse depending on the old/new status of the NPs.

(15) a. THEN JANE sent her MANUSCRIPT to the PUBLISHER

b. THEN Jane sent her MANUSCRIPT to the PUBLISHER

c. THEN Jane sent her manuscript to the PUBLISHER

The important thing here is that the presence or absence of the pitch accent on each NP is assessed in the interpretation of the sentence. In that sense, pitch accent is functioning somewhat like indefinite or definite morphemes. The examples discussed appear to support the following generalizations about the meaning of pitch accent:

(16) The absence of a pitch accent on an NP indicates it is an old referent in the discourse.
(17) The presence of a pitch accent on an NP may indicate its status as a new referent.

(I am using the term referent in the Heim (1982) and Kamp (1981) sense of discourse referent.)

The examples examined so far have only centered around the new/given status of an NP, as marked by pitch accents. But, as is well known, there is more to the meaning of pitch accents. There are at least two additional generalizations. The first goes, roughly speaking, back to Jackendoff (1972):

(18) A pitch accent on an NP may indicate the NP is a FOCUS in a FOCUS-"Presupposition" structure (even if the NP is "old").
    e.g. Jane sent her manuscript to the PUBLISHER (not to the BOOK REVIEW EDITOR)

The second generalization I advance tentatively on the basis of work of Bardovi-Harlig (1983a,b) and others:

(19) A pitch accent on an NP may indicate that it is a TOPIC in a TOPIC-comment structure (even if the NP is "old").
    e.g. What do you think of our new teacher?
      Oh, MR. JONES is all RIGHT.
      Oh, MR. JONES we LIKE.

(I'm assuming that the TOPIC occupies sentence-initial position.)

Together generalizations (17-19) might be thought of as falling together under the broader generalization (20).

(20) The presence of a pitch accent on an NP implies a change in the status of that NP (i.e. its corresponding "referent") in a representation of discourse.

While (16) amounts simply to saying that

(21) The absence of a pitch accent on an NP implies no change in the discourse status of that NP.

We can give straightforward expression to these semantic-pragmatic generalizations within the standard T-model of grammar of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) if pitch accents are affixes in S-structure.

The basic empirical claim, then, is that the distribution of pitch accents in surface structure is "free", subject to appropriateness with respect to semantics/pragmatics, and that there are no phonological principles determining which word will bear a pitch accent.

2.3 Let us turn now to the question of the relation between phrasal rhythmic structure (phrase stress) and pitch accents. There is a first generalization about this relation which is assumed in the work of Liberman, Pierrehumbert and myself, for example:
(22) **Pitch Accent Rule**
A pitch accented syllable is rhythmically more prominent (= has more "stress") than any non-pitch accented syllable.

I will assume that (22) reflects the operation of a rule in the grammar which I will call the Pitch Accent Rule. This amounts to claiming that whatever properties there are that reflect rhythmic stress prominence—be they durational or otherwise—will be possessed in a greater degree by pitch accented syllables than by any non-pitch accented syllable. Suppose we represent phrase stress with a rather skeletal metrical grid, the lowest level of which here corresponds to main word stress. Stated in grid terms, what (22) says is that the sentences in (23a) and (24a) will have, minimally, the stress patterns in (23b) and (24b). (Function words are assumed to have no word stress.)

(23) a. an EARLIER warning would ALLOW remedy
    b. \( \bar{x} \quad \times \quad \bar{x} \quad \times \)

(24) a. an earlier WARNING would allow REMEDY
    b. \( \times \quad \bar{x} \quad \times \quad \bar{x} \)

It is a simple fact that there exists a contrast in rhythmic structure here corresponding to the contrast in placement of pitch accents.

But is this all there is to say about phrase stress? Is it purely and solely determined by the pitch accent assignment of a sentence? Is there no place for the Nuclear Stress Rule and its assignment of prominence on the right? Clearly the Nuclear Stress Rule, if it exists, is not determining the location of rhythmic prominence in the phrases EARLIER warning and ALLOW remedy in (23), where the main stress is on the left. And in (24) it just happens that the principle that a pitch accented syllable has greater stress gives a rightmost prominence, making it look like the NSR has applied. What the generalization in (22) implies is that the principle guaranteeing greater rhythmic prominence for pitch accented syllables will take precedence over the NSR, if there is one.

Well, is there a Nuclear Stress Rule at play in English? A number of facts suggest that the answer is yes. First of all, note that there appear to be differences in rhythmic prominence among pitch accented words. In both (23) and (24), it seems to be that the rightmost pitch accent is the most prominent. This can be represented as in (25).

(25) \( \ldots \bar{x} \quad \times \quad \bar{x} \quad \bar{x} \quad \ldots \)

In general the following seems to be true:

(26) The syllable bearing the rightmost pitch accent in a sentence is the most rhythmically prominent syllable in the sentence.
As such, this is a latter day reconstruction of Newman's nuclear stress rule, here adjudicating among the entire sequence of accents in the sentence.

Is this all there is to be said about a tendency towards rightmost stress in the sentence? Recall that the Chomsky-Halle Nuclear Stress Rule claimed that within any smaller phrasal constituent, the rightmost constituent bore the greatest prominence. In view of the generalization in (22), one must look for evidence in support of the NSR in phrases, ones in which either both sisters are accented or neither are accented (otherwise the one with the pitch accent would take precedence). Relevant cases are those in (27), where the NSR would establish patterns of prominence amongst all-pitch accented entities and those in (28), where it would establish prominence relations amongst the underlined unaccented entities.

(27) an **EARLIER WARNING** would **ALLOW REMEDY**

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
x & \checkmark & \times \\
\end{array}
\]

(28) a. an **earlier warning** would **ALLOW remedy**

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
x & \times & \checkmark & \checkmark \\
\end{array}
\]

b. an **earlier WARNING** would **allow remedy**

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
\checkmark & \checkmark \\
x & \checkmark \\
\end{array}
\]

Suppose speakers do indeed perceive that the righthand element in the underlying sequences above is more prominent than its left sister. Typically this sort of intuition would be seen as providing evidence for the operation of the NSR.º

In what follows, I will assume the existence of righthand greater prominence in cases like (27) and (28). I want to do this simply to show how the NSR, if there is one, interacts with the Pitch Accent Rule (PAR), which is responsible for guaranteeing the greater prominence of any pitch-accented syllable over any non pitch-accented syllable. As I said above, the PAR does override the application of the NSR in many circumstances, yet there are others where the two rules can collaborate in deriving a sentential stress pattern. What I hope will be clear is that the assumption that pitch accents are in surface structure, accompanied by the assumption that these two rules, the NSR and the PAR, give the "rhythmic interpretation" of the sentence, allow us to account for all the generalizations typically claimed to be true above the intonation-stress relation in the sentence.

We must begin by formulating the NSR in metrical grid terms:

(29) **Nuclear Stress Rule**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
x_j \\
\vdots \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\alpha[\ldots\beta[\ldots x_i\ldots]_\beta]_\alpha \Rightarrow \alpha[\ldots\beta[\ldots \checkmark_i\ldots]_\beta]_\alpha
\]
where $\alpha$ is a Phrase or $S$

Conditions: (a) $x_i$ is first and last on its level
(b) $x_j$ is on metrical level three or higher

Operating on a cyclic domain $\alpha$ (a Phrase or $S$), it picks out the beat $x_i$ in the rightmost immediate constituent $\beta$ that is (i) most prominent within $\beta$ (only a most prominent beat could be alone on its own metrical level in $\beta$) and (ii) on at least the third metrical (word) level, and it adds positions to the grid in alignment with $x_i$, of which $x_j$ is the topmost. (A general condition ensures that the highest grid position introduced will be greater than any other in the domain $\alpha$, and that such a position will be only minimally greater than the others, cf. Selkirk 1984.)

To illustrate how the NSR functions together with the Pitch Accent Rule, let us do one derivation of a phrase stress pattern; the one in (30).

\[
\text{word stress} \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x \quad x
\]

\[
\text{NP cycle} \quad x \quad x_{\text{par}} \quad x \quad x_{\text{nsr}}
\]

\[
\text{VP cycle:} \quad x_{\text{par}} \quad x \quad x
\]

\[
\text{S cycle:} \quad x \quad x_{\text{par}} \quad x_{\text{nsr}} \quad x \quad x
\]

The pattern is derived cyclically (for arguments in favor of the sentential cycle, see Selkirk (1984)), and in many respects is reminiscent of a standard, SPE, derivation. Words (excluding function words) come into the sentence with word stress. On the two noun phrases, rightward prominence is produced, but for different reasons in each case. Friend is pitch-accented, and so receives greater prominence by the PAR, while logic is more prominent simply because rightmost, through the NSR. The grid positions assigned are subscribed with the initials of the rule that is the source. On the VP cycle, the PAR gives a lefthand prominence on the pitch-accented verb, here in effect overriding the potential effect of the NSR. And, finally, on the S cycle, the NSR will assign greatest prominence to the verb, which here bears the greatest prominence contained within the VP (cf. the formulation in (29)). (As for the PAR, it has a role, too, this time ensuring greater prominence of the pitch-accented friend over the non-pitch-accented logic.) Note that it is,
crucially, a combination, or collaboration, of the NSR and the PAR which gives greatest rhythmic prominence in the sentence to the non-final element studied. The PAR elevates both studied and friend to higher prominence, and the NSR picks the rightmost among them for greater prominence.

In a straightforward way, then, the pitch accent-first theory with the collaboration of these two rules gives automatically the result that "the last pitch accent is most prominent (bears the "nuclear stress"), or, put another way, that "there is no pitch accent after the nucleus", generalization (26). (In Pierrehumbert (1980), where a stress-first theory was assumed, and the pitch accents were mapped onto the sentence in function of the phrase stress pattern independently derived, this generalization had to be stipulated.)

To sum up, the theory laid out in this paper, according to which intonational structure (tonal contour, phrasing and pitch accent assignment) is part of surface structure and then interpreted in both the semantic and the phonological dimensions achieves a certain success. It holds promise of an approach to the semantics of intonation which makes the discourse-related issues tractable in rather conventional terms. And in the area of phonology, the intonation-stress relation is given an absolutely bland, but simple and completely accurate treatment with a bare minimum of machinery. It seems that by giving intonation a central place in the grammar, solutions of a surprising conceptual simplicity can be found to a variety of puzzles and problems which resisted analysis when intonation was thought of as somehow belonging simply to the phonology of a sentence.

FOOTNOTES

1Pitch accents are here being treated as any other morpheme. They have their own "syntax", which is a specification of the sort of syntactic object they "attach" to. The claim that they are assigned to constituents of size word (or smaller) and not to larger, phrasal constituents, is supported by facts concerning their (auto-segmental) association to particular syllables: on domains within the word, pitch accents associate to the most prominent syllable within the domain, where prominence is determined by the regular rules of word stress, whereas on the sentence (in phrases) it is (prior) placement of pitch accents that determines stress pattern, and not vice versa, cf. below.

2Unless, of course, subparts of a word are themselves being contrasted, as in Divest vs. INvest. Here the pitch accents are assigned to the individual syllables/prefixes, and associated to the principal (and only) prominence within that domain. The only possible interpretation here is of a mini-Focus/"Presupposition" structure, the foci DI- and IN- being set against the "presupposition" x-vest.

3This sort of simultaneous representation of morphemes within some same domain is familiar from McCarthy's (1979, 1981) work on Semitic, as well as from African tonology, cf. Goldsmith (1976).
In Goldsmithian terms, one would say for English and Swedish that a "star", *, is assigned to the main stressed syllable in the domain. Then the association of the tone bearing the * to the syllable in the text bearing the * proceeds by convention. In Japanese, another pitch accent language, the location of the "star" in the text has nothing to do with stress. It is only partially determined by rule, and in nouns, for example, it must form part of the lexical representation (Haraguchi (1977)).

The notion "deaccenting" implies that "normal stress" principles like the Nuclear Stress rule will always govern stress relations, at some (presumably early) point in the phonological derivation, and that, subsequent to the operation of the NSR, its effects may be undone, by "deaccenting", where discourse-related conditions seem to require this. Ladd 1980 subscribes to such a view. The model of grammar implied by such a view is one where, in effect, discourse conditions form part of the "structural description" of a phonological process like deaccenting; it is one therefore which recognizes no sentence grammar as distinct from "discourse grammar". I believe this line of thinking is not particularly revealing.

To be precise, denounced the MEASURE is ungrammatical in this context, unless of course the MEASURE is "contrastively stressed". A similar remark obtains for other examples below.

The point needs to be emphasized, lest it be thought that the pitch accenting of an NP is, instead, predictable from some other property of the sentence, e.g. the newness/oldness of a higher constituent containing it. The sentences in (15), for example, are all appropriate where the VP complex send x to y, x = manuscript, y = publisher is new in the discourse. The accenting of the NPs correlates with the oldness/newness of the NPs themselves. This is independent of the way in which the accenting of NPs may, in effect, license the interpretation of the higher constituent as old or new (via the Focus Rules, see Selkirk 1984, Chapter 5).

For arguments in favor of the metrical grid as the representation of stress, see Liberman 1975, Prince 1983, Selkirk 1984.

In Selkirk 1984, the Pitch Accent Rule was stated in grid terms as follows (p. 276):

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
x_j & \vdots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
x_i & \Rightarrow & x_i \\
\vdots & \sigma & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
\text{pa} & \sigma & \text{pa} \\
\end{array}
\]

Conditions: \( x_j \) is on a metrical grid level \( n \), where
\begin{itemize}
  \item [(i)] \( n \) is (minimally) greater than the level of any other beat \( \sigma \) aligned with a pitch accent
  \item [(ii)] \( n \geq 4 \)
It does seem, though, that greater care should be taken with such intuitions. Couldn't they be attributable instead to a) the fact that at the end of a phrase there is a rhythmic hiatus (evidenced in final lengthening and/or pausing, cf. works of Lehiste, Cooper, Klatt among others, and Selkirk 1984 Chapter (6) and b) the possibility that the pitch accent heard as more prominent is simply the one which precedes such a hiatus? To establish hypothesis (b) would require experimental investigation concerning the perception of prominence. The alternative NSR hypothesis would have it that some prominence effect independent of the phrase-final rhythmic hiatus is introduced and presumably realized in connection with the righthand prominent element in the domain. The analysis of actual production data in terms of (i) the derivational patterning around the putative NSR mainstressed syllable in the domain; (ii) degree of $F_0$ obtrusion (modulo declination, etc.) of that syllable and (iii) its intensity should presumably bring relevant evidence to bear.
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